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Abstract

ERPs were recorded from 24 undergraduates as they read
sentences known to differ in syntactic complexity and working
memory requirements, namely Object and Subject Relative
sentences. Both the single-word and multiword analyses re-
vealed significant differences due to sentence type, while mul-
tiword ERPs also showed that sentence type effects differed
for Good and Poor comprehenders. At the single-word level,

ERPs to both verbs in Object Relative sentences showed a left
anterior negativity between 300 and 500 msec postword-onset
relative to those to Subject Relative verbs. At the multiword
level, a slow frontal positivity characterized Subject Relative
sentences, but was absent for Object Relatives. This slow posi-
tivity appears to index ease of processing or integration, and
was more robust in Good than in Poor comprehenders.

INTRODUCTION

Studies using ERP measures of sentence processing have
usually focused on the processing of single words rather
than larger linguistic units (for reviews see Kutas & Van
Petten, 1988; Fischler & Raney, 1991). This study aug-
ments the single word approach by also analyzing mul-
tiword ERPs that span whole syntactic constituents. In
so doing, we hope to demonstrate how patterns of
slower cortical potentials can help to elucidate aspects
of language processing that extend across the sentence.
The use of longer recording epochs should be particu-
larly valuable in cases where expected differences are
not due primarily to lexical factors, but rather to differ-
ences in the processing and use of information presum-
ably stored in working memory (just & Carpenter, 1992).
This is because language comprehension is a process
that must necessarily unfold over an extended time-
course, as single words rarely if ever convey the com-
plete meaning of an utterance. To take the maximum
advantage of both the multiword and single-word ap-
proaches, we investigate two sentence types that are
syntactically similar, share enough surface features to
make multiword comparisons informative, and yet differ
noticeably in parsing difficulty for reasons universally
attributed to differences in their working memory re-
quirements. In addition, we focus on how differential
success in comprehension can be tied to particular ERP
components that index cognitive processes including
working memory.

WORKING MEMORY AS A COGNITIVE
PROCESS

As most cognitive functions are not simply mental
reflexes, but depend on previous events and future ex-
pectations, some form of working memory is clearly
involved in processes as complex as language process-
ing. For many years, working memory models were es-
sentially "register-based" short-term memory (STM)
models (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968), but more re-
cently the most influential models of working memory
have abandoned the register/slot architecture for activa-
tion-based network architectures. In these kinds of mod-
els, items in working memory are either the most highly
activated nodes (e.g., Anderson, 1983) or implicitly
defined by patterns of activation across several nodes
in a network (e.g., St. John & McClelland, 1990). The
process of storage is accomplished via the spreading of
activation; forgetting can result from the spontaneous
decay of activation over time, and/or the redistribution
of activation that occurs as the result of cognitive proc-
essing.

The realization that the operation of working memory
encompasses both storage and processing functions led
to a greater appreciation of the degree to which the
processes acting on different "basic" information types
were distinct. Baddeley (1986) proposed a more seg-
mented memory system that consisted of a Central Ex-
ecutive and a number of slave memory systems, such as
the "articulatory loop," the "phonological store," and the
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"visuospatial scratchpad." Since then, researchers have
found evidence supporting the articulatory loop in hu-
mans (Vallar & Baddeley, 1984; Paulesu, Frith, & Fracko-
wiak, 1993) as well as similarly specialized memory
subsystems in nonhuman primates (Goldman-Rakic,
1992). While the extent to which such specialization
encapsulates behavior is still unclear, the idea that vari-
ous parts of the brain compute specific functions has
become more generally accepted. A relevant example in
light of the visuospatial scratchpad is the visual system,
which is now thought to include more than 20 distinct
brain regions whose interarea connections total almost
40% of those needed for complete interconnection
(Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). A representative model of
this more complex view of working memory is the CAPS
2 system, a production system that can simulate process-
ing architectures ranging from micromodular to lushly
interactive, but wherein all processing and storage func-
tions share a dynamically allocated but limited pool of
cognitive resources (Just & Carpenter, 1992). In essence,
the architecture of the CAPS model involves three differ-
ent kinds of productions: The first implements the stor-
age and maintenance functions of working memory, in
possibly both modality-specific and modality-inde-
pendent formats. The second includes processes that
operate on the contents of working memory with the
implicit goal of achieving greater integration of items in
working memory, thereby reducing the resources re-
quired for maintenance. The third includes the processes
responsible for the allocation of resources between
other simultaneously active storage and processing proc-
esses, both from moment-to-moment and strategically
over longer processing episodes. (This third kind of
production includes some of the functionality of Bad-
deley's central executive, albeit perhaps in a more dis-
tributed and less centralized form.)

Within this framework, working memory operates as
a parallel production system, with all processing per-
formed by altering the activation levels of various items
contained in working memory on each processing cycle.
Thus, the essential limitation on working memory is on
the total amount of activation that can be propagated
throughout the system at a given time, with the implica-
tion that resource-intensive computations will take more
production cycles to complete when working memory
capacity is most heavily taxed. In addition, items are
assumed to decay out of working memory at a slow rate,
so that cognitive resources must be spent to maintain
them. Processes can also use WMC to suppress the acti-
vation levels of working memory elements, which is one
way to implement competition between items that rep-
resent conflicting propositions (e.g., whether a given
noun phrase is the agent or patient of a given verb, or
which meaning of an ambiguous word will be chosen in
context).

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF WORKING MEMORY
AND PARSING

An investigation of the role of working memory in pars-
ing produced one of the earliest collaborations in cogni-
tive science (Miller & Chomsky, 1963). In this early
framework, working memory capacity was believed to
affect parsing by limiting the number of "registers" avail-
able for the application of syntactic transformations in
the grammar to the input sentence, producing an output
deep structure representation (cf. Savin & Perchonok,
1965). But as modern theories of parsing have turned
from a reliance on specific, often ad hoc rules to general
parsing principles, the role of working memory has also
changed, and, in particular, it has assumed a more pre-
dictive role in processing. Modern parsing principles are
designed to be flexible, on-line, and interactive in the
sense that the set of such principles mutually constrains
the syntactic form of grammatical sentences. Various
authors have proposed limitations on what structures
are built during parsing, and especially on what kinds of
structures are preferred. This trend began over 20 years
ago, when Kimball (1973) suggested how a parsing
mechanism might reduce its working memory require-
ments by adopting a more heuristic approach to the
analyses attempted. Frazier (1979) distilled some of these
suggestions into the principle of Minimal Attachment,
which stated that the syntactic processor entertaining
only one analysis at a time for a given input string,
namely the one with the fewest nonterminal nodes in
its tree structure. Since then, much research has been
aimed at verifying if or to what degree the principle of
Minimal Attachment applies, and the answer remains
controversial (e.g., Ferreira & Clifton, 1986; Altmann &
Steedman, 1988; Clifton & Ferreira, 1989; Steedman &
Altmann, 1989). Frazier's proposal is important in that it
was based at least indirectly on working memory con-
siderations, and has inspired work on other similarly
motivated principles of parsing.

A recent proposal by Gibson (1990) relates parsing
performance not to the number of nodes in a sentence's
tree-structure, but to a more direct measure of how
thematically integrated a given possible reading is. The-
matic role assignment is the process of mapping the-
matic roles such as "agent," "patient," "theme," and "goal"
onto syntactic constituents according to the argument
structure of thematic role assigners such as verbs and
prepositions. Modern syntactic theories such as Chom-
sky's (1981) Government and Binding assume that every
(argument) noun phrase (NP) in a sentence must have
a thematic role, and that all thematic roles that can be
assigned must be assigned. Gibson has hypothesized that
each NP that is momentarily without a thematic role and
each unassigned thematic role imposes a burden on
working memory. In the absence of any processing strat-
egy, these processing loads accumulate until the correct
thematic role assignments are made or until total work-
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ing memory capacity is exhausted, in which case parsing
grinds to a halt. Gibson used this principle to predict
garden path effects in some sentences with temporary
syntactic ambiguities. Specifically, if one reading of the
ambiguity taxes working memory more than the other,
the parser can drop it from consideration even though
it might eventually be the correct reading. While Gibson
originally made his proposal to account for garden path
phenomena that were essentially self-evident, we can
adopt it to make predictions about local processing
difficulty in unambiguous sentences where we can as-
sess the importance of working memory to the process-
ing of sentences that do not usually result in total parsing
failure.

ERP COMPONENTS IN LANGUAGE
PROCESSING AND WORKING MEMORY USE

The working memory-based approach to the dynamics
of cognitive processing, when combined with informa-
tion about task-specific computations and their costs,
yields testable predictions about the time-course of proc-
essing. The usual assumption is that resource-constrained
computations take longer than "easier" computations, as
indexed by increased reaction times in on-line reading
tasks. However, at least two caveats must be expressed
about this proposal. The first is that resource usage is a
function of both the memory load and the time over
which it must be maintained; therefore subjects faced
with a substantial memory load may reduce resource
usage by storing memory load items for less time (essen-
tially a form of speed-accuracy trade-off). The second is
that while reaction time data can provide a good esti-
mate of how long a processing event took, they offer
only an indirect reflection of what distinct processes
were involved and the time-course of the processing that
led to a single reaction time. ERP data provide a comple-
mentary source of information about WM use, difficulty
in parsing, and the relation between these two. Reliable
differences in ERPs between conditions provide strong
evidence that processing differed, and to the extent that
ERP effects can be identified with specific cognitive
processes, they provide some evidence of how process-
ing differed. Moreover, such differences may be evident
even when RT data show no effect.

ERP methodologies have promised both greater tem-
poral resolution and the possibility of distinguishing be-
tween cognitive processes based on other dimensions
such as the morphology and scalp distribution of the
potentials. Among the ERP components that have been
implicated in sentence processing are the N400 (Kutas
& Hillyard, 1980), the Left Anterior Negativity [LAN]
(Kluender & Kutas, 1993), and the N400-700 (Neville,
Mills, & Lawson, 1992), as well as a variety of compo-
nents posited to index various kinds of grammatical
violations (Neville, Nicol, Barss, Forster, & Garrett, 1991;
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Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992). A brief review of ERP
components important in language processing follows.

The N400 is an ERP component that is reliably elicited
by semantically anomalous words in context (Kutas &
Hillyard, 1980). But the N400 has been found to be more
broadly influenced by the degree to which a word in
context builds on prior semantic expectancies (Kutas &
Hillyard, 1984; Van Petten & Kutas, 1991). The N400 has
also been used to test indirectly the effect of WMC on
more strictly syntactic aspects of parsing. For example,
Garnsey and her colleagues used the N400 to detect
semantic garden-pathing apparently caused by their sub-
jects' processing choices in sentences with a temporary
syntactic ambiguity (Garnsey, Tanenhaus, & Chapman,
1989). In the Garnsey study, readers were often misled
about the syntactic structure of the sentence, and thus
had gone down a "garden path" only to reach an appar-
ent semantic dead end, at which point a large N400
developed. In particular, Garnsey examined sentences
with embedded "wh-questions" wherein the filler was
either plausible or implausible:

(la) The businessmen knew which
customer the secretary

	

called _____ at home ...
(lb) The businessmen knew which

article the secretary

	

called _____ at home ...

They observed an N400 effect at the word "called" in
(lb), due to the implausibility of "article" as a filler for
the gap following "called." Insofar as garden-pathing re-
sults from limitations in working memory capacity, this
use of the N400 might also help us index working mem-
ory demands at the syntactic level in a more abstract
way; that is, we might expect N400s to be elicited by
words introducing unexpected syntactic continuations.

The existence of ERP components with a more direct
relation to loading WM is suggested by at least one study
on retention of information in WM (Ruchkin, Johnson,
Canoune, & Ritter, 1990). Moderate WM loads were asso-
ciated with greater negativity between 250 and 600
msec poststimulus, particularly at left hemisphere cen-
tral electrode sites, when compared to smaller WM loads.
This negative component was followed by a positive
slow wave during the retention interval at other scalp
locations. These components, obtained in a nonlanguage
processing task, are remarkably similar to those observed
by Neville et al. (1991) in response to local phrase struc-
ture (i.e., word order) violations. The similarity is intrigu-
ing because such local phrase structure violations are
likely to induce a temporary WM load when the current
word cannot be integrated into the current sentence
representation.

Another ERP component possibly related to Ruchkin's
finding is the left anterior negativity (LAN) described by
Kluender and Kutas (1993) in their study of sentences
containing long distance dependencies. This component
was elicited by at least two kinds of words, those that
were being processed while a working memory load
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was being carried, and those at and immediately follow-
ing a sentence location where thematic role assignments
were being made. (And therefore where the working
memory load could be integrated into the sentence
representation being constructed.) Kluender and Kutas
only observed the LAN embedded in the ERP to closed
class words, but there is every expectation that it would
be observed in response to open class words as well.

Another potentially relevant ERP component is the
N400-700 described by Neville, Mills, and Lawson (1992).
The N400-700 is an anterior, slightly left-lateralized com-
ponent that is reliably evoked by function words in
sentential contexts. An important feature of most func-
tion words in English is that they introduce new syntac-
tic constituents (e.g., noun phrases often begin with an
article such as "the"; prepositional phrases begin with a
preposition, etc.). To the extent that the function word
sets up an anticipation for a specific syntactic constitu-
ent, the N400-700 might be seen as a language-specific
version of anticipatory potentials such as the contingent
negative variation (CNV). Another possibility, however, is
that a function word per se induces a greater working
memory load and thus evokes the N400-700 for this
reason rather than for any expectation it sets up.

The existence of ERPs that are sensitive to these dif-
ferent aspects of language processing related to working
memory is helpful in that it allows us to design an
experiment that might be more sensitive to working
memory-related effects than a reading time experiment.
Further, we can have some idea of how particular ERP
components (e.g., N400, LAN, slower cortical potentials)
would change throughout the course of processing.

AN ERP EXPERIMENT WITH ENGLISH
RELATIVE CLAUSES

To study how working memory capacity is deployed in
language processing, one could manipulate the process-
ing requirements of the linguistic structures being proc-
essed, the processing capacity of the subjects in the
study, or both. King and Just (1991) did both by compar-
ing the word-by-word reading times of High- and Low-
capacity readers (as measured by the reading span test,
Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) for sentences differing in
the processing demands posed by their syntactic struc-
ture; high-capacity subjects should be less affected than
low-capacity subjects in processing more demanding
syntactic structures. The predicted patterns of results
were found with sentences similar to those in (2a) and
(2b):

(2a) The reporter who harshly attacked the senator
admitted the error.

(2b) The reporter who the senator harshly attacked
admitted the error.

Both sentences (2a) and (2b) contain a relative clause
modifying the subject of the sentence, but differ in the

role that the main subject NP ("the reporter”) plays in
the relative clause; in (2a), the main-clause subject is also
the subject (and agent) of the verb in the relative clause,
while in (2b), it is the object (and patient). For this
reason, sentences like (2a) are known as subject-subject
relative (SS) sentences, while those like (2b) are known
as subject-object relative (SO) sentences.

By the thematic role assignment principles discussed
above, processing an SO sentence (2b) should induce a
greater WM load within the relative clause. Further, there
should be a greater working memory load at and just
following the relative clause verb of SO sentences,
where two separate thematic role assignments are being
carried out; that is, where readers encounter the first
verb of the sentence and have to determine which noun
phrase is indeed the subject. Note that, with these mate-
rials, neither semantic nor pragmatic information can be
used to choose which noun is the subject. As anticipated,
both groups showed similar reading times on SS sen-
tences like (2a), but their reading times diverged on SO
sentences like (2b), with high-processing capacity sub-
jects requiring less time to read the relative clause verb
and the word immediately following than low-process-
ing capacity subjects. Surprisingly, there were no clear
reading time differences between SO and SS sentences
earlier in the relative clause, as might have been ex-
pected from the different loads in working memory. But,
as discussed previously, RT measures may not be sensi-
tive to the effect of simply carrying a temporary memory
load, or may reflect a trade-off between the intensity of
processing and its duration.

By recording ERPs to SO and SS sentences (like 2a and
2b), we can examine an inherently multidimensional
measure of processing and also obtain a continuous
recording of the brain activity resulting from the proc-
essing of two sentence types that differ in syntactic
structure. This approach uncovers ERP effects that appar-
ently reflect differences in working memory use during
parsing, and that also distinguish the readers in our
sample who are either better or worse comprehenders.

RESULTS

Behavioral Data
Comprehension accuracy was calculated separately for
SS and SO probes. Furthermore, subjects were classified
as "Good" or "Poor" comprehenders according to a me-
dian split on their total comprehension scores. The data
were analyzed using an ANOVA with gender (male vs.
female) and comprehension ability (good vs. poor) as
between subjects variables, and Syntactic Structure (SO
vs. SS) as a within-subjects variable. (This ANOVA verified
that our so-called Good comprehenders did indeed per-
form significantly better than Poor comprehenders
[F(1,20) = 45.55, p < 0.0011, with an overall comprehen-
sion rate of 87% correct for the Good compared to 68%
correct for the Poor.)
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Regarding the effect of Sentence Type, we find that
subjects in this sample were not reliably better at com-
prehending SS sentences (79%) than SO sentences
(77%), [F(1,20) = 1.02, n.s.]. This contrasts with findings
from previous studies as discussed below. The main ef-
fect of Gender was not reliable, but the interaction of
Gender and Sentence Type was [F(1,20) = 5.91, p <
0.05]. In this experiment, male subjects had comprehen-
sion scores that were 10% worse on SO sentences than
female subjects (72 vs. 82%), but 6% better on SS sen-
tences (82 vs. 76%). The explanation for this last interac-
tion is unclear, although Neville et al. (1991) hinted that
gender had an effect on some aspects of their data that
involved ERPs to syntactic violations. No other main
effects or interactions were significant.

This lack of an effect of Sentence Type with these
materials is slightly surprising given the history of
finding either reliable differences (e.g., Foss & Cairns,
1970; Larkin & Burns, 1977) or stronger trends (King &

Just, 1991). There were, however, at least three differ-
ences in the current study that could partially explain
these divergent results. First, the materials differed in that
an adverb was inserted into the relative clause for both
sentence types; this lengthened the distance between
the subject of the main clause and its verb and may have
affected comprehension of the main clause probes
(which were comprehended less well in SS sentences
than in SO sentences). Further, in our procedure we
tested comprehension only on a random subset of the
critical materials, which may have had an effect on either
subject vigilance or strategic processes in sentence com-
prehension that would have decreased performance on
SS trials. On the other hand, the lack of a strong Sentence
Type main effect in the comprehension data makes it
somewhat more difficult to ascribe differences in the
ERPs for these two sentence types to completely unin-
teresting causes (e.g., SO sentences are just impossible
to process, subjects were paying less attention to them,
etc.).

Multiword ERPs

For the purposes of analysis, these multiword ERPs were
divided into nonoverlapping two- and three-word re-
gions that reflect the syntactic structure of the two
sentence types, as indicated in Table 1. The grand average
multiword ERPs for both SO and SS sentences them-
selves appear in Figure 1. [Actual analyses were based

on multiword ERPs beginning after the word "who" so
that we could capture effects throughout the main verb
phrase (MVP) region; the ERPs in the figure show that
processing did not diverge before the relative clause.]
The mean amplitudes of the ERP were measured for
each of these regions, which were then separately sub-
mitted to an ANOVA with the within-subjects variables
of sentence type (SO vs. SS), Electrode Site (6 pairs of
lateral sites) and Hemisphere (Left or Right), and the
between-subjects variable of Comprehension (Good or
Poor). In all the results reported below, the Huyn-Feldt
correction was applied where sphericity assumptions
were violated; in these cases the uncorrected degrees of
freedom are reported with the corrected probability
levels.

In the Early Relative Clause (ERC) region (SO: article-
noun2; SS adverb-verb), there was a significant effect of
Electrodes, indicating more absolute negativity over pos-
terior electrode sites [F(5,100) = 12.53, p < 0.0001]. In
addition, there was a significant Electrodes x Sentence
Type interaction due to the development of a relative
frontal negativity for SO sentences compared to SS sen-
tences [F(5,110) = 13.41, p < 0.001]. As Figure 1 sug-
gests, this relative frontal negativity was both bilateral
and sustained throughout the ERC region, and occurred
precisely where the syntactic structure of the SO and SS
sentences diverges. In the SO case, the ERC region spans
the second noun phrase (NP2) of the sentences, which
must be maintained in working memory until the corre-
sponding verb is encountered; in the SS sentence, the
ERC region spans the adverb and verb of the relative
clause, which should trigger the assignment of the initial
noun phrase in the sentence as the subject of the relative
clause.

In the Late Relative Clause (LRC) region (SO: adverb-
verbl; SS: article-noun2), the only reliable effect was a
strong main effect of Electrodes, with posterior sites
showing more negativity than frontal sites [F(5,110) =
46.22, p < 0.001], and a maximum negativity at Posterior
Temporal sites. Note that the lexical items being con-
trasted in the LRC region are identical to those con-
trasted in the ERC region except that the sentence types
in which they occur are reversed. In the LRC region,
however, we do not find the interaction between Sen-
tence Type and Electrode Sites that occurred in the ERC
region. If lexical factors were the sole cause of the
Sentence Type effects in the ERC region, then we would
not expect this asymmetry. This pattern of results is

Table 1 . Definition of Sentence Regions within the Relative Clause of SO and SS Sentences
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Sentence Regions

Sentence Type

	

Pre-relative Clause

	

Early Relative Clause

	

Late Relative Clause

	

Main Verb Phase

SO

	

The reporter who

	

the senator

	

harshly attacked

	

admitted the error

SS

	

The reporter who

	

harshly attacked

	

the senator

	

admitted the error



Figure 1. Grand average ERPs (n=24) from 12 Electrode Sites for the multiword waveform evoked by the initial eight words of both Object
Relative (SO) and Subject Relative (SS) sentences.

instead consistent with various forms of the WM-loading
hypothesis, since that would be a substantial load in the
ERC region of SO sentences, but not in the LRC region
of SS sentences.

In the Main Verb Phrase (MVP) region (both SO and
SS: verb2-article-noun3), ERPs to SO sentences show a
widespread negativity relative to the Subject Relative
sentences. This leads to a reliable main effect of Sentence
Type in the ANOVA [F(1,22) = 5.71, p < 0.05]. There is
also a reliable effect of Electrode Sites [ F(5,110) = 4.50,
p < 0.01] with a distribution of anterior and posterior
negativity similar to that seen in the ERC region. While
Figure 1 suggests that the greater negativity for SO sen-
tences in the MVP region may be more prominent ante-
riorly, there is no reliable interaction between Sentence
Type and Electrodes [F(5,110) = 1.04, p > 0.3] due to
substantial variability between subjects. This variability is
due to different patterns of frontal negativity in Good
and Poor comprehenders, as Figure 2 shows.

While both Good and Poor comprehenders show a
slow positive drift in their ERPs as the whole sentence
progresses, this pattern is more pronounced in the Good

Comprehenders. Further, Good comprehenders show
much more (relative) anterior negativity to SO sentences
in the MVP region than do Poor comprehenders, who
show only small differences between sentence types at
Frontal and Anterior Temporal sites. Thus, when we con-
sider the factor of Comprehension in the ANOVA of the
MVP region, we find a reliable three-way interaction of
Comprehension (Good vs. Poor) x Sentence Type x Elec-
trodes [F(5,110) = 3.42, p < 0.05].

In summary, we have documented the existence of at
least three scalp potentials effects associated with sen-
tence processing. The first is a slow, frontal, positive-
going wave that appears to index successful integration
in SS sentences. While not commented on previously, this
type of positivity has appeared in previous work (e.g.,
Kutas, Van Petten, & Besson, 1988) that used more syn-
tactically simple sentences. In our study, this positivity
was far more prominent in Good than in Poor compre-
henders. The second and third were slow negative modu-
lations of this pattern associated with both the addition
of a load to working memory and the aftermath of
thematic role assignment in SO sentences, especially for
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Figure 2. Average ERPs from representative left Hemisphere Sites from Good (n = 12) and Poor (n = 12) Comprehenders for Object Relative
(SO) and Subject Relative (SS) sentences. Waveforms are aligned on the first word of each sentence type and include the response to words up
to and including the final word of the main verb phrase.

Good Comprehenders. It is also clear from the multi-
word ERPs, however, that there are numerous ERP ef-
fects that appear to be associated specifically with single
words, which we will discuss next.

Single Word ERPs

To examine some of the processing differences noted
above on a shorter time scale, we also studied the ERPs
to the single words that constitute the whole clauses.
While these are essentially the same data, a comparison
of Figure 1 and Figure 3 shows that the change in time
scale and rebaselining greatly alters their visual appear-
ance, and the kinds of inferences one is likely to draw.
Separate ANOVAs were conducted on the mean ampli-
tude between 300 and 500 msec post-onset for the
specific lexical items being investigated. This window
was chosen to examine not only possible differences in
the N400, but also features of the Left Anterior Negativity
(Kluender & Kutas, 1993), which may be related to
aspects of parsing. We present results for the single

words in the serial order they appear in the SO sen-
tences (top line of Table 1), followed by some compari-
sons that unconfound word class, thereby clarifying the
role of structural factors that may not be attributed to
lexical factors alone.

The first comparison in the ERC region contrasts a
definite article in the SO sentence with an adverb in the
SS sentence. In this case we would expect to find either
a main or interaction effect of Sentence Type because it
mirrors a word class difference known to produce an
anterior negativity to the closed class item (here "the').
The ANOVA confirms this result, as Sentence Type and
Electrodes interact robustly [F(5,110) = 34.23, p <
0.0011. The ERP to the definite article shows more ante-
rior negativity than the ERP to the adverb, while the
pattern is reversed at Occipital electrode sites. This pat-
tern seems to reflect the larger N400 component ob-
served for open class words compared with closed class
items (Kutas, Van Petten, & Besson, 1988). There is also
an effect of Electrode Site, with greater overall negativity
at posterior electrode locations [F(5,110) = 24.07, p <
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Figure 3. Grand average ERPs (n = 24) from 12 Electrode Sites for each of the initial eight words of both object Relative (SO) and Subject
Relative (SS) sentences.

0.001]. There were no reliable main effects of either
Sentence Type, or interactions with either Hemisphere
[F(1,22) = 2.9l, p = 0.10] or Hemisphere x Electrode
[F(5,110) = 0.80, n. s.].

So far, these results just mirror those found for the
ERC region as a whole, but the picture becomes more
complete when we consider the additional effect of
Comprehension Skill. Comprehension Skill does not
generate a reliable main effect [F(1,22) = 2.72, p = 0.11],
but does interact significantly with Electrode Site
[F(5,110) = 3.6, p < 0.05] as well as participating in a
three-way interaction of Comprehension Skill, Sentence
Type, and Electrode Site [F(5,110) = 6.99, p < 0.01].The
Comprehension Skill x Electrode interaction is best char-
acterized as a reduction in posterior negativity for Good
compared to Poor Comprehenders. This seems in turn
to reflect a noticeable difference in the size of the N400s
generated by Good and Poor comprehenders, as can also
be seen in the multiword ERPs in Figure 2. More spe-
cifically, the three-way interaction involving Comprehen-
sion Skill shows that this difference is due to a larger
N400 elicited by the closed class item "the" in the SO

sentence for Poor than for Good comprehenders. While
N400 effects to closed class items are unusual, they have
been observed in other contexts (e.g., Kluender & Kutas,
1993). Similarly, differences in N400 effects due to indi-
vidual differences have also been observed (Kutas et al.,
1988). We delay further consideration of these issues,
however, until we have presented data from other sen-
tence locations. In comparison to this multitude of ef-
fects early in the ERC region, the contrast of the relative
clause noun in SO sentences with the relative cause verb
in SS sentences produces only two effects, one of which
is marginal. The significant effect of Electrode site
[F(5,110) = 10.82, p < 0.001] reflects the expected
greater posterior negativity typical of open class items.

The next sentence position, which begins the LRC
region, is a contrast between the same lexical items as
in the first ERC word comparison, except that the effect
of Sentence Type is reversed: the SO sentence now
provides the adverb while the SS sentence provides the
definite article. The results of this simple reversal are,
however, quite different from those observed at the
earlier sentence location. Whereas the analysis of the
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early ERC yielded a very robust main effect of Electrode
Site, the same analysis here generates only a marginally
reliable one [F(5,110) = 2.58, p = 0.09]. Also, even
though there is a reliable Sentence Type x Electrode
interaction here [F(5,110) = 30.05, p < 0.0001] as in the
ERC, the form of the interaction is different. In the early
ERC, the definite article generated fairly widespread ne-
gativity. Here, the exact reverse holds: the definite article
(now in the SS sentence) generates only a small frontal
negativity and a widespread positivity at posterior sites.
This is the pattern usually associated with closed class
items, as opposed to the N400-like activity observed in
the ERP to the definite article in the ERC. These changes
in the ERPs to the definite article contrast with the
similarity of the ERPs to the adverb at both sentence
locations.

The other differences between the ERPs to these lexi-
cal items in the ERC and LRC corroborate the notion that
the article in the ERC was generating an atypical N400-
like response, but in the LRC an N400-700 response. In
contrast with the results in the ERC region, at this sen-
tence location there is both a reliable main effect of
Hemisphere [F(1,22) = 15.89, p < 0.001] and a reliable
interaction of Hemisphere with Sentence Type
[F(1,22) = 13.68, p < 0.01]. The effect of Hemisphere

results from slightly less positivity over the left scalp
than the right, while the interaction results from a clear
(and usual) left scalp negativity in the ERPs to the
definite article, compared with relatively equal positivi-
ties to the adverb. The reliable three-way interaction of
Sentence Type, Hemisphere, and Electrode [F(5,110) =
3.50, p < 0.05] further indicates that this left hemisphere
negativity is largest at Frontal and Anterior Temporal
electrode sites. Finally, Comprehension Skill had no main
effect at this sentence location, and did not interact
significantly with any other factors at any level (all ps >
0.3). Overall, it is clear that the ERP effects present at the
beginning of the ERC are quite different from those seen
at this location; the differences are related to the proc-
essing of the definite article in two substantially different
contexts, one where the syntactic structure induces a
greater working memory load (the ERC portion of the
SO sentence) and the other where the syntactic struc-
ture does not (the LRC portion of the SS sentence).

A clear indication that this difference results in an
N400 response to the article in the SO sentence can be
seen in the left column of Figure 4, where the single-
word ERPs to the two articles are compared. The early
differences in these two waveforms probably result from
the differences in word class of the words immediately

Figure 4. Average ERPs to the
second definite article in Sub-
ject Relative (SS) and Object
Relative (SO) sentences. The
left column presents the
grand average (n = 24) ERPs,
while the center and right col-
umns present averages sepa-
rately for Poor (n = 12) and
Good (n = 12) comprehen-
ders, respectively.
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preceding (cf. Van Petten & Kutas, 1991). The difference
after about 200 msec, however, shows the anterior-
posterior and left-right distribution of the classical
N400, here peaking at about 350 msec post-onset over
Right Parietal (Wernicke's) scalp.

An ANOVA done on the ERPs to these two definite
articles in the 300-500 msec post-onset window pro-
vides some confirmation of this hypothesis. There are
reliable main effects of both Hemisphere (left more
negative than right) and Electrode Site (greatest negativ-
ity at anterior locations) as well as a reliable interaction
of the two (scalp negativity is greatest at left anterior
sites) [Hemisphere: F(1,22) = 27.59, p < 0.001; Elec-
trode: F(5,110) = 4.72, p < 0.05; Hemisphere x Electrode:
F(5,110) = 4.53, p < 0.01]. These effects merely indicate
that we are looking at closed class items with a substan-
tial N400-700 component, just as one would expect.
Additionally, however, there are reliable interactions of
Sentence Type with Hemisphere (SS but not SO sen-
tences show more left hemisphere negativity), and with
Electrode Site (SS shows more anterior negativity, SO
shows more posterior negativity) [Sentence Type x
Hemisphere: F(1,22) = 12.94, p < 0.01; Sentence Type x
Electrodes: F(5,110) = 5.94, p < 0.05]. These results are
all consistent with the hypothesis that the definite article
in the SO sentence is eliciting an N400 in addition to the
expected N400-700.

As suggested previously, the amplitude of this N400
appears to differ for Poor and Good comprehenders, as
shown in the center and right columns of Figure 4. Thus,
in the same ANOVA, Comprehension Skill participates in
a reliable three-way interaction with Sentence Type and
Electrode, due to Poor Comprehenders showing much
more posterior negativity to the article when it occurs
in the SO sentences [F(5,110) = 7.00, p < 0.05].

The last word of the LRC region ends the relative
clause for both SO and SS sentences, but the syntactic
roles played by these words are very different. In the SO
sentence, the LRC ends with a verb that must be simul-
taneously associated with both its subject and its object,
the latter having been maintained in working memory
without a thematic role throughout the relative clause.
In the SS sentence, the LRC ends with a noun that is
quite easy to assign as the object of the relative clause
verb. We expect the additional processing required in
the SO sentence to be manifested in a (possibly lateral-
ized) anterior negativity when compared with the noun
in the SS sentence, given the findings of Kluender and
Kutas (1993).

This expectation is fulfilled by the reliable interaction
of Sentence Type and Electrode Sites, which indicates
greater formal negativity in this window for the verb in
the SO sentence relative to SS sentences [F(5,110) =
5.86, p < 0.05]. The only other reliable effect is that for
Electrodes, which shows a greater overall negativity at
posterior electrode sites [F(5,110) = 7.81, p < 0.01]; an
interaction of Sentence Type and Hemisphere (indicating

greater left negativity for the SO sentence verb) just
misses statistical reliability [F(1,220) = 4.13, p = 0.054].

While these findings are consistent with the notion of
anterior negativity as a reflection of processing complex-
ity and working memory operations, these effects may
also reflect ERP differences to items of different lexical
categories. Moreover, the LAN effect itself has been
shown only for words of the same lexical category. To
investigate this possibility, we directly compared the two
relative clause verbs in an ANOVA with the same factors
as those above. If the LAN depends only on raw process-
ing load, we would expect significant interactions involv-
ing Sentence Type and either Electrodes, Hemisphere, or
ideally both. The results were suggestive, but the interac-
tion of Sentence Type and Electrodes and the three-way
interaction of Sentence Type, Electrodes, and Hemi-
sphere were both only marginally reliable [Sentence
Type x Electrodes: F(5,110) = 3.04, p = 0.09; Sentence
Type x Electrodes x Hemisphere: F(5, 110) = 2.40, p =
0.07]. Another idea is that the LAN could depend on the
effective processing load, which might vary from reader
to reader depending on their verbal abilities. This hy-
pothesis found greater support, as Comprehension Skill
did enter into a reliable three-way interaction involving
Sentence Type and Hemisphere [F(1,22) = 5.14, p <
0.05]. This interaction indicates that Poor comprehen-
ders showed greater left hemisphere negativity for the
SO relative clause verb than did Good comprehenders,
who showed approximately equal potentials over both
Hemispheres and Sentence Types. One additional differ-
ence between Good and Poor comprehenders was in
the lateralization of the anterior negativity elicited by
both verb types; Poor comprehenders showed greater
anterior negativity only over the left hemisphere, while
Good comprehenders showed a clear anterior-posterior
gradient over both hemispheres. This resulted in a reli-
able interaction of Comprehension Skill, Hemisphere,
and Electrode Site [F(5,110) = 2.67, p < 0.05].

When we move our analysis into the MVP region,
matters are simplified by the complete absence of lexical
confounds, which will help clarify the effects of Sen-
tence Type. In particular, the contrast of the two main
clause verbs occurs just after the "gap" in the SO relative
clause, at a sentence location where the greatest behav-
ioral differences caused by the two sentence types are
generally found (e.g., Ford, 1983; King & Just, 1991). This
difference in processing load just after the relative clause
should lead to a substantial LAN in favor of the SO
sentences, and this is, in fact, what is found, as shown in
Figure 5. A reliable three-way interaction of Sentence
Type, Electrode Site, and Hemisphere demonstrates that
the difference in negativity between SO and SS main
clause verbs is greatest at left anterior sites, which is the
strict definition of the LAN [F(5,110) = 3.53, p < 0.01].

In addition to evidence for the specific LAN elicited
by SO main clause verbs, Figure 5 suggests there is a
more general negativity over the left hemisphere for
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Figure 5. Grand average ERPs
(n = 24) from 12 Electrode
Sites for the main verb and fol-
lowing article in both Subject
Relative (SS) and Object Rela-
tive (SO) sentences. The left
and right columns in the
figure present waveforms for
left and right hemisphere Elec-
trode Sites. The left anterior
negtivity (LAN) is shaded.

both SO and SS main clause verbs, especially in the
temporocentral regions. In fact, the ANOVA shows both
a reliable main effect of Hemisphere, and an interaction
of Hemisphere and Electrode [Hemisphere: F(1,22) =
14.39, p < 0.01; Hemisphere x Electrode: F(5,110) =
3.39, p = 0.05]. This last result is interesting because the
maximum overall hemispheric difference was not at
Frontal or Anterior Temporal sites but over Central sites.

It is tempting to suggest that this different peak may be
related to the processing task in common between the
two sentence types: the reactivation of the (distant)
subject of main clause verb. This temptation becomes
stronger given that the scalp location of the hypothe-
sized effect is consistent with the work of others who
have studied verbal tasks that may have taxed this aspect
of working memory (e.g., Lang, Lang, Uhl, Kornhuber,
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Deecke, & Kornhuber, 1987). These effects and related
studies will be further elaborated in the Discussion
below.

Moving past the main verb to the following article, the
general negativity over the left hemisphere, which is
more properly termed left anterior continues, as indi-
cated by the reliable main effect of Hemisphere and the
interaction of Hemisphere and Electrode, respectively
[Hemisphere: F(1,22) = 23.71, p < 0.001; Hemisphere x
Electrode: F(5,110) = 3.45, p < 0.05]. As with the last
article comparison, these effects would seem to be due
to the development of the N400-700 for the closed class
items involved. There is also a reliable interaction of
Comprehension Skill x Sentence Type in this window
[F(1,22) = 5.22, p < 0.05], caused by Good comprehen-
ders showing more overall negativity to the article in the
SO sentence, and Poor Comprehenders showing the
opposite pattern. Taken by itself, the single-word pattern
here is puzzling, but the multiword ERPs suggest that the
effect is due to the previously noted difference in the
slower cortical potentials underlying the single-word
ERPs rather than a local one.

These single word results give us a local view of the
processing that happens during reading, which in turn
emphasizes the processes by which single words are
categorized, processed semantically, and integrated into
the ongoing context. The process of categorization in
this case is probably best seen in the differences be-
tween open- and closed-class items in their generation
of lexically determined (left) frontal negativity, while
both the N400 and the LAN seem to index processes
related to semantic and thematic integration, respec-
tively. Further, it is in these more integrative processes
that we see the greatest differences between Good and
Poor comprehenders, with Good comprehenders being
the more successful integrators as defined by, for exam-
ple, N400 effects to individual words.

DISCUSSION

One of the most striking aspects of this study was the
degree to which the ERP effects in single-word and
multiple-word comparisons differed from each other,
demonstrating that a complete understanding of sen-
tence-processing phenomena requires analyses at multi-
ple time scales. Results from the single-word analysis
would generally suggest that, like reading time data, the
differences in processing SO and SS sentences were
essentially localized to the verbs, with a smaller effect at
the beginning of the relative clause. Specifically, the ERPs
to the verbs in SO sentences showed more prolonged
negativity over left anterior regions of the scalp than
those to ERPs to verbs in the SS sentences; this effect
was similar to the left anterior negativity (LAN) reported
by Kluender and Kutas (1993) as a sign of working
memory load. A potentially informative feature of this
LAN effect is that it was significantly larger for Poor than

Good comprehenders at the relative clause verb, but not
at the main clause verb. Indeed, Poor comprehenders
appeared to have special difficulties with the processing
of the relative clause in the SO sentences. In addition to
showing a larger LAN effect at the relative clause verb,
they also showed a distinct N400-like response to the
definite article beginning the SO relative clause, which
was essentially absent in Good Comprehenders, possibly
because Poor comprehenders were discounting the pos-
sibility that the SO structure could occur.

Although most of the single-word ERP results might
lead one to believe that the overall processing of these
sentence types was similar except at those locations
where linguistic theory suggests they should differ, our
multiword ERP data show that this is definitely not the
complete picture, at least for Good comprehenders.
Overall, ERPs to both SS sentences and simple declara-
tive fillers showed a very slow positive drift over frontal
electrode locations. This pattern contrasts with that for
SO sentences, which were characterized by a greater
relative negativity at frontal Electrode Sites. Not coinci-
dentally, the point of electrophysiological divergence
(i.e., a greater positivity for SS than for SO sentences) is
the point at which the relative clause subject is added
to working memory. At this time scale, in contrast to the
single-word results, it is the Good comprehenders who
show reliable and robust ERP differences between the
two sentence types.

In the remainder of this discussion, we show how this
pattern of effects is consistent with the predictions of
the working memory-based model outlined in the intro-
duction, and with the results of previous experiments.

Working Memory and Single Word Effects

Although ERPs to single words are unlikely to show the
full extent of working memory involvement in sentence
processing, we begin at this level because it is the com-
mon point of departure for both ERP and conventional
reading time data. Indeed, at this timescale, ERP data and
reading time data often mirror each other closely. Thus,
for example, most of our ERP effects occur at the same
sentence locations where reading time effects are found
(Ford, 1983; King & Just, 1991). Single word ERPs, like
reading times, are relatively poor indicators of storage
effects (but see Wanner & Maratsos, 1978).

Perhaps the most likely site of working memory ef-
fects in single-word data is in the responses to words
that naturally set up expectations for future storage
based on lexical or (local) syntactic factors. Most func-
tion words (e.g., articles, prepositions, and comple-
mentizers) in English fulfill just these qualifications, in-
troducing new syntactic units whose processing may
require additional temporary storage (e.g., Frazier & Fo-
dor, 1978). Thus, to the extent that this expectation of a
working memory load has any electrophysiological con-
sequences, ERPs to function words should differ from
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those to content words (e.g., nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and -ly adverbs). And, in fact, they do; ERPs to function
words tend to have a slow, (left) frontal negativity that
starts at roughly 400 msec postword onset and lasts at
least 300 msec (e.g., Neville, Mills, & Lawson, 1992). We
too observed this effect in the present experiment when
comparing the ERPs to articles versus those to adverbs.
In some respects, these differences in the N400-700
resemble those found in more classical (and nonlinguis-
tic) contingent negative variation (CNV) paradigms dis-
cussed below, except that here their size is smaller and
their time-course more compressed. The possible con-
nection between this late "function word effect" and
similar (although slower) nonlinguistic potentials cannot
be proved at this time (see Van Petten & Kutas, 1991);
however, one study has found that the amplitude of the
CNV in matching tasks using language materials varied
with reading skill in poorer (but not in good) readers
(Segalowitz, Wagner, & Menna, 1992).

Examination of the computational and integrative as-
pects of working memory in single word ERP data is
more promising. Unlike the process of storage, which is
almost necessarily spread out in time, some aspects of
language processing such as the assignment of thematic
roles to actors intuitively seem to have a more punctual
aspect to them. (Certainly, when a garden path sentence
leads to a failure in role assignment, the point of failure
is usually unambiguous and the "suddenness" of the
failure seems compelling.) Our ERP data suggest that it
is possible to see the effects of such thematic assign-
ments, especially when the process of assignment is
difficult in and of itself (such as when multiple assign-
ments must be made) or when the assignment process
must compete with the storage functions of working
memory for cognitive resources. Thus, Figure 5 shows a
greater LAN evoked by the main clause verbs in SO
sentences relative to SS sentences. Both the distribution
and timing of this LAN effect are similar to those re-
ported by Kluender and Kutas (1993), even though in
the present case they were elicited by open class words;
this rules out explanations for the LAN that depend
solely on word class. Moreover, these LAN effects were
obtained during word-by-word reading for comprehen-
sion of a series of isolated, meaningful sentences, which
suggests that the LAN effect does not rely on "abnormal"
stimuli, unusual task demands, or extralinguistic monitor-
ing processes.

One process that is common to both SS and SO sen-
tences is the need to "reactivate" the head noun when
the main verb is reached and requires a subject (and
agent). It has been shown that some partially activated
representation of the head noun is stored throughout
the processing of the relative clause, and then activated
fully when it can be assigned its thematic role (see, e.g.,
the 1989 review by Fodor). Thus, if the LAN indexes load
in some fashion, the main verb in both SO and SS sen-
tences should both show a LAN relative to some appro-
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priate control. While such a control condition was not
explicitly constructed in this study, a reasonable candi-
date among our filler items is the second transitive verb
in sentences with two verbs. (In this experiment, such
sentences involved simple forms of temporal subordina-
tion, coordination, or so-called purpose clauses, which
did not induce large working memory loads.) Figure 6
shows that the ERP to the main clause verb in both SO
and SS sentences was, in fact, characterized by a LAN
relative to the control verbs as predicted.

Figure 6 also shows that both SS and SO main clause
verbs also produce notably left-lateralized negativities
relative to fillers over central sites as well. We previously
suggested that this may reflect the fact that the agent in
SO and SS sentence types is more distant from the site
of its probable "reactivation" at the verb than in the filler
case, and is, therefore, yet another working memory
effect. While it may be dangerous to assume that ERP
effects are generated by directly underlying cortex
(Nunez, 1981), it may not be coincidental that these ERP
effects are what would have been expected from a
simple extrapolation of the data from two recent re-
gional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) studies (Paulesu, Frith,
& Frackowiak, 1993; Petrides, Alivisatos, Meyer, & Evans,
1993). Paulesu et al. (1993) suggested that Broca's area
and the left supramarginal gyrus were involved in the
“articulatory loop" component of Baddeley's working
memory model, localizations that are only slightly poste-
rior to where we observed the greatest negativities at
the scalp. Our frontal maximum, however, is even closer
to the site of greatest blood flow differences seen by
Petrides et al. (1993) during the performance of two
tasks requiring subjects to maintain an ordered list of
numbers in working memory. Whether the list of num-
bers was ordered by the subject or the experimenter,
increased blood flow was observed in mid-dorsolateral
frontal cortex including Brodmann's area 46, which is
heavily implicated in the functioning of working mem-
ory in nonhuman primates (Goldman-Rakic, 1992). These
two results suggest that a PET study designed to examine
the extent to which linguistic information guided the
serially ordered regeneration of verbal information in
working memory might find rCBF effects that would
coincide with the "obvious" localization of both our LAN
and the slightly more posterior activity. Of course, this is
highly speculative, and requires more rigorous source
localization of these ERP effects (which in turn requires
more electrodes than we used in this study).

Whereas the LAN effect may reflect resource compe-
tition between integrative and reactivation processes, it
may not tell us much about the outcome of this integra-
tive effect. Traditionally, the N400 component has been
taken as an index of the degree to which the current
word is consistent with the contextual constraint pro-
vided by preceding words as a representation of the
whole sentence is computed (e.g., Kutas, Van Petten, &
Besson, 1988). According to this view, our materials
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Figure 6. Grand Average ERPs
(n = 24) from six most ante-
rior Electrode Sites for the
second verb in Filler, Subject
Relative (SS), and Object Rela-
tive (SO) sentences. Dark
shading emphasizes the differ-
ences between Filler verbs and
verbs from the two experi-
mental conditions, while fight
shading indicates the relative
left anterior negativity of SO
compared to SS main clause
verbs.

should have generated relatively small N400s inasmuch
as successive words were consistent with and could be
integrated into previous context. In fact, there was not
even a hint that the N400 was larger in SO than SS
sentences at any open class word position. Thus, there is
no evidence in our data that subjects were led down a
syntactic garden path in the SO sentences. Had this been
the case, we would have expected to find a larger N400
for the SO word at some critical sentence location (prob-
ably the main clause verb) as was observed by Garnsey
et al. (1989).

Whereas there was no syntactic garden path, our sen-
tence types clearly differed in cloze probability at least
at one point. The SO continuation of a sentence fragment
like "The reporter who" is less frequent than an SS
continuation (Fox & Thompson, 1990), and an N400
effect observed here might reflect this difference in
cloze probability. The fact that the N400 to the definite
article in SO sentences is larger for Poor comprehenders
suggests either that their `baseline" expectation for this
structure is lower, or that they discount the possibility
of such a continuation. As discussed in the Introduction,
one reason for discounting this continuation would be
a limit in the available resources in working memory.
However, if a reader completely rejects the SO possibil-

ity, then the resulting sentence fragment would be un-
grammatical. Based on several studies, this ungrammati-
cality would be manifest in a P600 (which we did not
observe) rather than an N400 effect (e.g., Osterhout &
Holcomb, 1992; Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993).
Finally, note that the larger N400 in this case develops
although the eliciting (closed class) word adds no se-
mantic content of its own, but instead merely implies a
continuation that is unexpected in context.

Another aspect of working memory to consider
briefly is resource usage and allocation, although such
effects may be more likely to develop over the course
of several words. A prominent ERP component that has
been linked to changes in resource allocation (in the
form of shifting attention) is the N1-P2 complex. In
general, N1 and sometimes P2 amplitudes are greater for
attended stimuli than for unattended stimuli in both the
auditory (Hillyard, 1985) and visual (Mangun & Hillyard,
1991) modalities, and the former appears to index the
amount of resources devoted to processing an informa-
tion channel that can be selected on the basis of spatial
information. Figure 7 shows that there are substantial
variations in the size of the N1-P2 complex linked to
overall levels of comprehension-Poor comprehenders
show larger posterior N1-P2 amplitudes than Good
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Figure 7. Average ERPs to
mid-sentence filler nouns for
Good (n = 12) and Poor (n =
12) comprehenders at six dif-
ferent electrode locations over
both the left and right hemi-
spheres.
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comprehenders in most cases.1 This could be inter-
preted as consistent with a fairly conventional hypothe-
sis (Hunt, Lunneborg, & Lewis, 1975; Perfetti & Lesgold,
1977) that Poor comprehenders allocate more attention
to visual processing or word encoding than do Good
comprehenders. This kind of N1-P2 effect has not been
widely investigated among normal readers, although Ra-
ney (1993) did show that N1-P2 amplitude to tones in
secondary task (tone detection) could be used as an
indirect measure of cognitive load during reading. Spe-
cifically, he found that the Nl-P2 evoked by the tones
increased upon a second reading of the same passages,
consistent with the view that more cognitive resources
were available to be devoted to the secondary tone
detection task as the processing demands of word rec-
ognition decreased with rereading. While probe tasks
such as this are a traditional way to obtain transient
measures of continuous processing, in this work we have
access to more direct indices of sustained processing in
our slow potential data, to which we now turn.

Working Memory and Slow Cortical Potentials

The connection between scalp-negative slow cortical
potentials and working memory seems to have been
made first in monkeys performing simple delayed re-
sponse tasks (reviewed by, e.g., Goldman-Rakic, 1987;
Fuster, 1989). Slow negative shifts over the frontal cortex
were related to the activity of single cells in dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex of the macaque that maintained their
firing as long as information was held in working mem-
ory, as well as to scalp-negative slow potentials that fill
the delay interval in delayed response tasks. Although
our current paradigm is radically different, we find some
evidence for an analogous frontal negativity reflected in
the ERP to the first two words of SO relative clauses. This
negativity has a duration of over 1 sec and is bilaterally
distributed over frontal and central sites, consistent with
the localization of verbal working memory processes
based on rCBF measures (Petrides et al., 1993; Paulesu
et al., 1993). Here, the difference could be reflecting the
fact that the head noun must be stored in working
memory, in contrast to the SS sentences, wherein the
head noun is almost immediately assigned its appropri-
ate thematic roles.

More striking are the noticeable differences between
Good and Poor comprehenders in the size and distribu-
tion of slow effects after this point. Good comprehen-
ders show large effects of sentence type especially at
frontal sites. By contrast, Poor comprehenders show a
rather small frontal effect of sentence type but a promi-
nent posterior standing negativity during the processing
of both SS and SO sentences. In classical delayed re-
sponse paradigms, the amplitude of the relative negativ-
ity is also correlated with performance. Moreover, the
overall pattern of slow potentials for Poor comprehen-
ders is also reminiscent of that reported by Lang, Starr,

Lang, Lindinger, and Deecke (1992) on the effects of
stimulus modality and mnemonic strategy on negative
DC potentials in a short-term memory task. In the study
of Lang et al., auditory memory stimuli elicited larger
and more sustained frontal negativities than did visual
memory stimuli, while the visual stimuli elicited larger
posterior negativities. Moreover, subjects who used sub-
vocalization strategies showed larger auditory stimulus
effects while subjects who used imagery strategies
showed larger visual stimulus effects; both strategies also
altered the ERPs to stimuli in the "other" modality. We
have previously suggested that Poor comprehenders
might allocate more resources to visual word decoding,
which would explain their standing posterior negativi-
ties for both sentence types. But, it is also often assumed
that poorer readers are more likely to subvocalize while
reading, which could be reflected in the larger sustained
frontal negativities observed for both sentence types in
these subjects. The allocation of resources to both these
lower-level processes, naturally, would leave poorer read-
ers with fewer resources to devote to higher order
aspects of the task and result in reduced comprehension.
The latter effect is another potential source of the large
posterior N400s recorded in poorer readers (cf. Neville
et al., 1993).

While the sustained negativity of SO sentences relative
to SS sentences may in part be related to differences in
storage requirements (along with resource allocation), it
is the variations in this standing negativity that indicate
where and when computationally intensive processes
such as multiple thematic role assignment occur. The
grand average ERPs (see Fig. 1) indicate that the anterior
negativity, which we have linked to working memory
storage, disappears over frontal sites just before the SO
relative clause gap is reached; the resulting positivity is
slightly larger over the left hemisphere. Apparently, there
is a substantial left anterior positivity at this site that then
develops into the LAN enhancement seen on the follow-
ing words.

Given its timing, localization, and larger amplitude in
Good comprehenders it is tempting to claim this slow
positive wave indexes a particular computational func-
tion. Indeed, slow waves (SW) are generally taken to
reflect additional processing instigated by perceptually
or conceptually difficult operations (Ruchkin, Johnson,
Mahaffey, & Sutton, 1988), although reports of frontally-
positive SWs are rare, and none are lateralized. This
positive frontal SW bears some resemblance to one ob-
served by Karis, Fabiani, and Donchin (1984) for subjects
attaining superior free recall scores presumably due to
the use of elaborative encoding strategies. While the
similarity between this elaborative mnemonic process
and thematic role assignment may be accidental, both
involve the processing of serial order relations between
list items. It is this selfsame process that Petrides et al.
(1993) presumed to be the cause of a significant increase
in rCBF in left anterior cingulate cortex. Because the
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cingulate cortex is on the mesial side of the hemisphere,
this localization raises the possibility of "paradoxical lat-
eralization" wherein a negativity at the cortical surface
appears over the right hemisphere while a complemen-
tary positivity appears over the left.

This hypothesis is also consistent with the results of
Grossman, Crino, Reivich, Stern, and Hurtig (1992), who
assessed sentence processing deficits in patients with
Parkinson's disease (PD). They found that not only did
PD patients do poorly in a series of linguistic tasks
(including the parsing of center-embedded sentences
similar to the SO stimuli in the present study), but that
what little success they did have correlated strongly with
rCBF in the left anterior cingulate. These language
deficits in PD apparently stem from disease-related
changes in the dopaminergic innervation of cerebral
cortex. Dopamine has long been hypothesized to play a
key role in the functioning of working memory circuits
in (monkey) prefrontal cortex (Sawaguchi & Goldman-
Rakic, 1991). Further, the sheer duration of the slower
cortical potentials observed in the present experiment
is better-matched by the effective lifetime of modulatory
neurotransmitters such as dopamine in cortex than they
are by the short-lived postsynaptic potentials believed to
be responsible for most ERP effects (for information on
modulatory neurotransmitters, see Foote & Morrison,
1987). Other factors such as the effects of continued
neuronal firing, intracellular potassium, or glial polariza-
tion also may contribute (Rokstroh et al., 1989).

Thus far, we have not yet addressed one of the more
prominent features of our data, namely the very slow
positive drift over frontal electrode sites. This positivity
is correlated with the ease of processing and is quite
pronounced in Good comprehenders and virtually ab-
sent in Poor comprehenders (for our critical materials).
Again, the SCP literature does not describe many frontal
positivities, but those that exist may be relevant. For
example, paralleling the distinction between SO and SS
sentences in our study, Uhl et al. (1990) found that a
difficult (proactive interference) paired associate task
was associated with greater bilateral negativity over fron-
tal sites than was an easier ("release") task. Another po-
tentially relevant study is that of Asenbaum, Lang, Egkher,
Lindinger, and Deecke (1992), who recorded a slow
frontal drift with a slight right hemisphere dominance
during an auditory selective attention task. Land-
wehrmeyer, Gerling, and Wallesch (1990) showed more
overall right hemisphere negativity for dyslexics com-
pared to left hemisphere negativity in controls in a slow
brain potential study using various language tasks.

This section has tried to show how patterns of slower
cortical potentials elicited during language processing
may be explained in part by processes involved with
more general cognitive processes such as working mem-
ory. To illustrate this point, we have referred to several
SCP studies of cognition, very few of which were explic-
itly designed to study linguistic processes. Clearly, it
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would be useful to have more SCP studies of language
processing to relate our findings to.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The most obvious extension of this research involves the
investigation not only of other structures that are
difficult to process but also structures that are relatively
easy to process. Moreover, the patterns of individual
differences seen in this and other studies strongly sug-
gest that we have much to learn about how fast and slow
cortical potentials interact in populations more widely
varied than college sophomores, such as children, nor-
mal elderly adults, and those suffering from diseases
believed to have indirect effects on language processing,
including Parkinson's disease (e.g., Grossman et al.,
1992) and senile dementia of the Alzheimer's type (e.g.,
Murdoch, Chenery, Wilks, & Boyle, 1987).

In this study, we have attempted to explicate a number
of ERP effects on sentence processing in terms of basic
cognitive processes involving working memory. Further,
we have shown that the ERPs of Good and Poor com-
prehenders differ in potentially revealing ways, and indi-
cated how these could arise from differences in more
basic cognitive processes, which evolve over time. While
we can make substantial progress in this research pro-
gram working at a fairly "cognitive" level, eventually it
will be necessary to understand patterns of fast and slow
ERP effects, and the factors that modulate their function-
ing, in terms of their neural generators. This, of course,
is an immense task, but one that may help us understand
what besides language makes us uniquely human.

METHOD

Subjects
Twenty-four UCSD students (12 women) between 18
and 27 years of age participated in the study, receiving
$5.00 an hour for their time. All subjects were right-
handed monolingual native English speakers who had no
history of reading difficulties or neurological disorders.

Materials

The critical materials were 36 examples each of SS and
SO sentences illustrated above, combined with 216 filler
trials of various syntactic structures. In the construction
of the materials, it was necessary to use the same 36
verbs in the relative clause of both the SS and SO sen-
tences due to a shortage of verbs in English that were
appropriate both for these syntactic structures and for
use in ERP research. Each verb thus occurred once in an
SS and once in an SO sentence. Critical trials were
pseudorandomly mixed with the fillers with the con-
straint that no two critical items occurred consecutively.

True-false comprehension probes were constructed
for 16 of the 36 stimulus sentences in the two critical
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conditions by using all plausible combinations of nouns
and verbs in the stimulus sentences. Thus, for the SO
sentence (2a), the possible probes (and correct answers)
were

The reporter attacked the senator. (False)
The senator attacked the reporter. (True)
The reporter admitted the error. (True)
The senator admitted the error. (False)

For SS sentences like (2b), the probes were identical,
while the correct responses to the first two probes were
reversed. Four examples of each of these four probe
types were used for both SO and SS sentences. A wider
variety of true-false probes were constructed to follow
half of the filler trials so that subjects would be less likely
to use artificial comprehension strategies intended to
improve performance on the critical materials. As de-
tailed below, a median split on comprehension scores for
critical items was used to categorize individual subjects
as either "Good" or "Poor" comprehenders so that we
could investigate what patterns of ERP components best
predicted eventual comprehension.

Experimental Procedure

All 288 stimulus sentences were presented to subjects
one word at a time in the center of a CRT while their
electroencephalogram (EEG) was being recorded. Words
were presented for a duration of 200 msec with a stimu-
lus-onset asynchrony of 500 msec. Subjects were in-
structed to read the sentences normally, and warned that
they would have to respond to a true-false comprehen-
sion question after slightly less than half of the sen-
tences. The comprehension probe appeared centered on
the screen 1500 sec after the onset of the final word.
Subjects responded TRUE or FALSE by pressing one of
two buttons held in either hand (the assignment of
buttons to hands was counterbalanced across subjects).
Following trials with no real comprehension probe, the
direction "Press either button to continue" appeared on
the screen. Subjects were directed to favor accuracy over
speed in their responses. There was a total of 6.8 sec
between experimental sentences including the time re-
quired for responses to the comprehension probes.

EEG Recording Parameters

ERPs were recorded from six pairs of lateral electrodes
on an Electro-Cap and the left and right mastoids. All
electrodes were referenced to a noncephalic lead de-
rived from a pair of electrodes placed at the stemo-
clavicular junction and on top of the seventh cervical
vertebra; these leads were fed through a potentiometer
adjusted to eliminate cardiac artifact. The Electrode Sites
used included both standard 10-20 sites (F7, F8, T5, T6,
01, 02), and three pairs of electrodes approximately
over Broca's area, Wernicke's area, and primary auditory

cortex. [These six pairs of leads will be referred to as
Frontal (F7 and F8), Anterior Temporal (Broca), Central
(Area 41), Parietal (Wernicke's), Posterior Temporal (T5
and T6), and Occipital (O1 and 02) henceforth.]

Subjects” EEG was digitized on-line with a sampling
rate of 250 Hz and stored for analysis. The amplifiers
were set with half-amplitude cutoffs of 0.01 and 100 Hz,
yielding a time constant of approximately 8 sec. Horizon-
tal eye movement and blink artifacts were detected us-
ing electrodes placed at the outer canthi and under the
right eye, respectively; trials with artifacts were rejected
off-line prior to averaging. Overall, approximately 25% of
all trials were discarded in forming the multiple word
averages, while between 5 and 10% of the trials were
discarded in forming single word ERPs.

Recording Epochs

Artifact-free EEG was averaged both over a sentence-
length epoch of the critical materials and over individual
words as described below. Sentence-length ERPs lasted
5000 msec with the ERP to the first noun in the critical
sentence being used as a 500 msec "prestimulus" base-
line. (The first noun was chosen as the baseline so that
the most linguistically crucial parts of the sentences lay
entirely within the window of analysis while minimizing
the amount of EEG that had to be rejected due to
artifacts.) Data for the sentence-length ERPs were deci-
mated to an effective sampling rate of 125 Hz to facilitate
averaging, but this poses no limitation to our analysis of
slower activity. ERPs for each word of the critical sen-
tences were also obtained, with the 100 msec preceding
stimulus word onset serving as the baseline.
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